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Carol Harris-Fike supports clients who desire to explore where they are and where they
are going in their lives. These are people who may feel just slightly “off track” with the
life they dreamed they would live. With Carol’s support they can make adjustments that
support being “in the flow” with their lives. The wisdom she has gained through her
education, training, avocations, and especially her life experiences greatly influence how
she supports her clients… and herself. Carol shares the following five premises through
her articles, books, and coaching practice, as well as her presentations.
Premise One: Awareness that each of us creates our own reality. All of us live with a
world-view conditioned by our own individual and cultural experiences. These even
differ among siblings as each “sees” life a little differently. We react… take action…
based on this unique reality. Thus, everything an individual does says much more about
that person than it does about those with whom they are interacting. Carol believes that
everyone is doing his or her best at any given moment. Best for each person may not be
best for those around them because if a person is living within a unique reality, he or she
only sees things from that viewpoint. When Carol learned to step back and examine her
reality and then the possible realities (viewpoints) of others, she saw clearly how
seemingly hurtful words and actions may not appear the same to the other person… may
not be intentionally about her and only all about the other person. When she is paying
attention to this premise she can choose to not react against the actions of the other
person or choose to have a conversation to clarify what has happened with the other
person and see if an understanding and/or reconciliation can be reached. This awareness
creates an understanding that we do not always know in exactly what reality the other
person lives AND that we may be served by examining the reality we are creating for
ourselves. When Carol was a public school administrator she sometimes received
complaints from parents about how the teachers and the principal of a school were unfair
to their child. As she practiced tuning into the reality of this parent, the majority of the
time she found that the parent saw the unfairness from only their reality. Carol could
then reassure the parent that she understood their perspective and then could explain the
perspective of the school, which would usually solve the problem. Most people just want
to know someone understands even more than they want the world changed to suit them.
As we become aware of this premise we can learn to examine our own reality and
understand that the other person’s may be quite different. Then, and only then, can we
begin to understand what may be closer to the actual truth and the next action we may
choose.
Premise Two: Awareness that each of us has a choice. We have a choice to break out
of our personal dream of reality and become an observer of ourselves and those around
us. We have a much wider choice in the actions we take based on our observations.
Ontological coaching distinctions include the idea of stepping back and observing
ourselves and those around us to discover new opportunities for action. Once Carol
began to observe the patterns in her life that were not serving her, she transformed how
she lives her life. She discovered that her dream of being in a “perfect” relationship with

a “perfect” man was just a dream. (This applied to all kinds of relationships, including
careers.) Accepting that it was possible to repair trust and that trust includes
maintenance work, deeply affected Carol’s life. She is now in a great marriage based on
good communication where neither person expects the other to read his or her mind
(always understand the other person’s reality). The relationship is based on the idea that
trust is maintained by checking things out… not taking them personally and living with
assumptions. Carol also has also learned that a balanced life can and will support a great
career… one that is her pure bliss… it is her choice.
Premise Three: Awareness that we are energy beings… that like everything in the
world we are made of energy. Energy is the way we connect with each other, our pets,
and perhaps the sunset. The flow of this life energy within each of us connects our
bodies, our emotions, and our language. When the flow of our life energy shifts, so does
our body position, the emotions we feel, and the thoughts or words that come from our
heads. Carol grew up in West Texas, a place of sunshine and strong wind… energy she
could feel. Through her long career as an educator she studied and taught “learning how
to learn” theories including the brain research on how we connect within ourselves and
with others to learn and grow. During those same years, she was also studying the
brain/body research that gave her an understanding of how energy actually flows within
us. Her 15-year practices of energy healing methods and Tai Chi and Chi Gong
supported her in learning to actually feel the flow of energy within herself and others.
Carol uses all the wisdom she has gained in her study of the brain/body and energy to
support clients in discovering the choices they have to better serve themselves and those
around them. Clients learn to observe their own energy flow as well as the people
around them. These observations support the client in better understanding of how
energy shifts one’s reality or “world view”. One client observed that her strong, excited,
“Fire Energy” was not serving her in getting a great idea accepted by her supervisor. She
realized that her supervisor who had a much milder flow of energy did not understand
her strong flow of energy. Her supervisor could not even connect with her to hear the
new idea that would support the organization in becoming stronger. The client learned to
shift her own flow of energy to more closely match her supervisor. It was amazing to the
client that the other person then demonstrated that she wanted to understand the new
idea!
Premise Four: Awareness that we have a choice in how our life energy is flowing.
When we choose to shift the direction of the flow of energy, the new direction will shift
our emotions and language, automatically. Carol first became aware of this phenomenon
when she was making huge changes in her life five years ago. She had decided to marry,
had announced that she was taking early retirement from her lifelong career, had put her
“dream house” on the market, and was moving to another town to begin her new life as a
full time professional coach all within four short months. She awakened in the middle of
the night full of doubts and fears about all of her decisions and was unable to fall back
asleep fearing she might be making a huge mistake. The next morning she had a
scheduled session with her mentor coach. “Charles” asked how she was and all the
doubts and fears began pouring out. He stopped her story… as good coaches often do…
and asked how she was holding her body. Carol described her position as leaning over
her desk with fists clenched, determined to get past these negative emotions. Her coach

asked her to lean back in her chair, keeping her back slightly arched with her heart wide
open. After breathing from that position for a couple of minutes, he asked her to tell her
story again from the beginning. Shifting her body position shifted the flow of her life
energy, which allowed her emotions and words to change. Both her emotions and words
were so different that Carol found it difficult to imagine all those doubts and fears had
ever been within her because all the emotions and words that came were around the
wonderful possibilities for her future. This new awareness supported Carol in her
continuing study of ontological coaching and lead to her recently published book: 5 Life
Energies: The Choice You Have in How Energy Shapes Your Life.1 Carol supports her
clients and her readers in understanding five distinct ways life energy flows within us as
well as how to intentionally shift the flow to one that will better serve ourselves and those
around us.
Premise Five: Awareness that we each came to this life with unique gifts. Carol
believes that it is our responsibility to discover the gifts within us and give them back to
this world because no one else has these same gifts or can make the difference that each
of us do when we share them. How do we discover these gifts? We observe what makes
us glow. We ask for guidance from our God, our Higher Self, however we believe we are
guided and supported in this world. And, we listen on a regular basis to the answers that
only come from this source. Whenever we have doubts about how to share our gifts we
can shift the flow of our energy to better support the understanding of the gift as well as
how to offer it and have it accepted within the world. Carol supports her clients in
discovering and/or refining their gifts so they can be offered more clearly and the giver
creates more of a presence within our world. Carol believes her gifts include the
expression of each awareness in the five premises shared in this article. She offers them
to her readers, her clients, and her friends with the gratitude of knowing they are serving
her and those around her.
To learn more about Carol Harris-Fike’s coaching and consulting practice visit her
website and blog: http://www.YourLifeFromHere.com.
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